Multilayer interference optical mirror coatings are traditionally fluence-limited by nodular inclusions. Planarization of these defects modifies the geometrically and interference-induced light intensification to increase the laser resistance of mirror coatings. Previous studies using engineered defects on the substrate or buried in the middle of the coating stack have focused only on understanding the improvement in laser resistance. However, real coating defects are distributed throughout the coating. To better understand differences between the critical fluence-limiting defects of both planarized and non-planarized mirror coatings, laser damage pit depths were determined as a function of laser fluence.
INTRODUCTION
Planarization is a process of discrete deposition and etching to smooth over micron-scale nodular defects in multilayer coating structures. [1] [2] Without planarization, these nodular defects cause electric-field intensification due to interference and their geometry. [3] [4] The natural geometry of nodular defects are domed structures which results in a range of incident angles typically from 0-45 degrees. Planarization exploits the angularly dependent etching rate of silica which increases with incident angle over this angular range causing the nodular defect diameter to shrink with increased film thickness [5] [6] as illustrated in figure 1 . This is quite the opposite of normal deposition conditions which tend to increase the nodular diameter with increase film thickness. 7 It has been successfully shown that planarized engineered coating defects in 1064 nm multilayer mirrors have a greater than three times increase in multi-shot laser resistance compared to non-planarized defective mirrors. 5.1 mm ETD 141126b-damaed 2" hafnia coated 141126b-damaed T hafnia coated scanned area were measured by a Keyence VK-X110 3D laser scanning confocal microscope. Typically six laser damage pits were examined in each scanned area in order to generate some basic pit depth statistics.
RESULTS
In order to put the laser damage results into context, a few of the damage sites were imaged with a SEM and then FIB cross sectioned for imaging as illustrated in figure 4 . The laser damage morphology of the standard (non-planarized) coating was the result of a nodule ejection of what appears to be a surface contaminate. Fortunately a portion of the nodule remains thus providing clear evidence of not only the cause of the coating defect, but also of the cause for the laser-induced damage. The planarized coating is significantly shallower in pit depth and there is no sign of a preexisting 
CONCLUSIONS
Although planarized coatings have demonstrated higher laser resistance than standard IBS coatings over isolated engineered defects, the laser resistance is in fact lower over much larger areas. Laser-induced interfacial damage pits are the dominate fluence-limiting damage morphology which appears to correlate with the outermost etched silica layers. Eliminating of silica etching from the top three layers pairs has not been an effective solution to elimination of interfacial damage in planarized coatings. Nodular ejection limits the laser resistance of standard non-planarized coatings and substrate surface particulates that are overcoated by the multilayer appear to be particularly fluence limiting.
